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The recent 81st House Choral Festival on Wednesday 21st March in the School Hall was an
amazing evening with Naiads, winning best overall House with their dynamic performance of
‘Just Shadow Things’. The beauty of the House Choral Festival is that it is totally student led,
created, implemented, and involves a large number of students across all year levels from each
house in production, orchestra, chorus, costuming and staging.
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We all know that Mac.Rob students love books and each year several authors visit the school to
talk about their books and encourage students to write stories of their own. We are especially
lucky this year to have Emily Bitto, a Stella-Prize winner, as our inaugural writer in residence.
Over the course of four days, Emily will work with the same group of students, giving them an
invaluable chance to develop their writing and grow greater confidence in sharing their work.
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On Monday 26th March, a mixed group of Year 10s and 11s, Hannah Senior, Christine Tran,
Hiruni Sithara Wijeyes, Nuha Seyed, Vi Huynh and Chitra Malik, in the Youth in Philanthropy
(YiP) committee attended the Youth Grantmakers Forum, held by the Lord Mayor’s Charitable
Foundation (LMCF) at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre.
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Our community is very excited to see that we appeared in the State Budget papers on May
1st https://www.budget.vic.gov.au/location-schools This is the beginning of expansion
planning and I will keep our community up to date with any information as it unfolds. We
know select entry schooling works: Mac.Rob’s academic performance and the careers of
our alumna demonstrates this fact. We also know how important it is to offer students a
chance to study with like-minded students regardless of their family’s wealth. With the
recent government announcements, we know that we can look forward to a larger campus
for Mac.Rob so that our educational landscape in Victoria reflects core values of equality
and social justice and has gender equity.
The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School and Melbourne High School have the proud honour of their being Victoria’s first state
high school: The Melbourne Continuation School, which opened in 1905. The school on Spring Street was originally built as
the National Model School, when Melbourne was the capital of a fledgling colonial outpost. Today, Melbourne High School
and The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School are unique in their own settings, and very separate schools, yet we share a strong
bond in our brother/sister partnership. We have a Memorandum of Understanding that it signed annually by our School
Council Presidents and we continually work at possibilities for our schools to interact, such as our French Exchange, Musical,
Play, Senior Cup etc. We appreciate Melbourne High School’s strident support for gender equity.
I was very proud as Principal to attend the 87th Legacy ANZAC Commemoration Ceremony at the Shrine on Thursday. We
listened to our School Captain Ms. Rozanna Kelly-Gerryn recite the poem ‘In Flanders Fields’ and enjoyed the combined
Year 10 Mac.Rob and Melbourne High School massed choir. This is an historical event for our schools and the students sang
beautifully and looked resplendent in their winter uniforms.
Unfortunately, Melbourne High School has needed to withdraw from our Annual Winter concert due to MHS staffing reasons.
However, the Winter Concert will go ahead and this year it will be a celebration of over 100 years of music at Mac.Rob with
alumna and past teachers returning to perform alongside current students. Our music students are busy preparing for this
significant event in the school calendar. It will be held at Hamer Hall on Monday 30th July and it is a compulsory event for
all of our Middle School students who will be involved in a massed choir. Students attending the Music Camp will be busy
rehearsing for this wonderful concert. I would love to fill Hamer Hall with our Mac.Rob community, so please save this date
in your calendar and support our Macrobbians.
I am looking forward to the upcoming MHS/Mac.Rob joint production of the musical ‘Oliver!’ If you have not purchased
your tickets yet, I encourage you to do so here.

Parent/Teacher Interviews
I hope that you find these interviews useful and an opportunity to discuss with your daughter’s teachers how learning is
progressing and how we can collaboratively work to support students and their family’s. Our teachers are here because and
for our students. If the time allocated on these occasions has not been adequate please do not hesitate make contact for
further discussion or a longer appointment.
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Congratulations to…
Ms Joanna Patocs and her family on the arrival of their new son, Anton, a
brother for Elizabeth. We wish them well at this very special time.
Ms Haleema Shiraz, 11H who has been selected to represent Victoria in
the 17 and under Girls Indoor Cricket Age Division. Bravo!
Ms Shabrea Teo, 12D and Ms Kalkhi Jeyaprakash, 12G for their dedication
and diligence in the leadership, editing and publishing of the student voice
text for professional reading, ‘Operosa Fructuosa. Firm in Striving, Fine
in Action’. This text is another clear marker that Mac.Rob has a vibrant
student voice culture. Well done!

Thank you to…
The GIV Leaders, Ms Prasadi Wadanambi Arachige, 11G, Ms Samantha Yee, 11B, Ms Khue Le, 11E, Ms Khanh Le, 11A and
all of the students, families and Ms Michele Dean who gave their time and came to Mac.Rob on Good Friday to help raise
money for the Royal Children’s Hospital.
Our staff who chaperoned the recent highly successful Muggles Literature Tour to the U.K. and Italy, Ms Yvette Arnott,
Mr Chris Muir, Ms Marina McAlpine and Ms Tara Quenault.
Thank you to the Parents’ Association for the running of the International Ball on Saturday April 28th This was a fantastic
community event and an opportunity to celebrate our multicultural diversity.

Yours in learning,
Dr Toni E. Meath
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We all know that Mac.Rob students love books and each year several authors visit the school to talk about their books and
encourage students to write stories of their own. We are especially lucky this year to have Emily Bitto, a Stella-Prize winner,
as our inaugural writer in residence. Over the course of four days, Emily will work with the same group of students, giving
them an invaluable chance to develop their writing and grow greater confidence in sharing their work. Also coming up this
year are visits by authors Skye Melki-Wegner, Cath Crowley and David Astle.

Author Visits 2018
EMILY BITTO
Author of The Strays, Stella Intensive
Writer in Residence May 8th, 9th, 14th & 17th

SKYE MELKIWEGNER
Author of YA Fantasy series Chasing the Valley,
Lunchtime in the LRC Thursday 31st May

CATH CROWLEY
Author of Words In Deep Blue and Graffiti Moon,
Lunchtime in the LRC Tuesday August 21st

DAVID ASTLE
The Age's Friday crossword compiler and all-round
word-nerd, Lunchtime in the LRC Friday October 19th

Meet some of Australia's best authors and improve your writing!

THE MAC.ROBERTSON GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL
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On Monday 26th March, a mixed group of Year 10s and 11s,
Hannah Senior, Christine Tran, Hiruni Sithara Wijeyes, Nuha
Seyed, Vi Huynh and Chitra Malik, in the Youth in Philanthropy
(YiP) committee attended the Youth Grantmakers Forum, held by
the Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation (LMCF) at the Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre. The event started with a
moving message from the Chief Executive Officer Ms Catherine
Brown, introducing us to the LMCF’s establishment over 90 years
ago.
To give the audience a small insight into the kind of work LMCF
joins hands with, the L2R Next Gen charity group showcased
some of their talents. The L2R Next Gen is an Australian not-for

profit charity promoting unity in the West of Melbourne.
They offer free dancing workshops in the hope of giving opportunities and pathways into the workforce to disadvantaged
youths. They heavily emphasised that “everybody could speak the same dance”. They emphasise the need to break down
barriers between language, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, age and gender and therefore advocate diversity. After presenting
their dances, they further inspired us by physically involving us. We followed with some basic dance moves, having a taste
of what their work does for the community.
Afterwards, Hannah Coleman presented her own philanthropic organisation to us, Scarf Community. Scarf Community
provides opportunities for young people facing barriers that prevent them from getting industry jobs to receive training
in the hospitality field through connecting trainees with volunteer mentors, who are keen to share their knowledge and
networks with the trainees. Not only do the mentees receive training, but they also are part of a network of people where
they are able to build their language skills and connect with people from a range of different backgrounds. This really had
a huge impact on us because what Scarf stood for in a way mirrored what we at Mac.Rob believe; an equal opportunity for
everybody no matter their circumstances.
Throughout the Youth Grantmakers Forum, Alec Weber introduced the students to ‘Slido’; an online interactive activity
that allows live Q&A’s and polls to be used throughout the event. He first tested this with simple questions, such as “how
was the weather today”, or “what year level” we were in. After a few test trials, Alec asked more serious questions that
related closely to YiP, such as asking us about statistically based questions, testing our knowledge of Melbourne in the four
impact areas. The Q&A section allowed students, teachers and supervisors to ask questions about anything in the forum.
The impact area that YiP has decided to focus on in 2018 is ‘Education & Employment’. Going to school with such an
academic focus, the committee believed this area will be the most relatable and engaging. In the following weeks, the
YiP committee aims to select 3 charities who will receive grants of a total $10,000. Adding onto this figure, the LMCF will
match any money fundraised by the school (up to a $2,500 cap limit). This means that Mac.Rob’s YiP committee has the
potential to grant $15,000 in total, across 3 different charities.
We are grateful for the Social Service Captains Khushi Patil and Krystal Ha for selecting us to participate in this amazing
opportunity, alongside with having Mr Garry Tanner and Ms Mori guiding us throughout our journey as grantmakers. We
would also like to thank Mr Giuffrida for coming along with us and assisting us with helpful ideas on the table!
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On the last Wednesday of Term 1, approximately 60 Mac.Rob
and Melbourne High students helped clean up our local suburb
of Albert Park as a part of the Clean Up Australia Day initiative
run jointly by Mac.Rob’s Enviro Committee and MHS’s
Environmental Action Group. We held on to our yellow and
white collection bags and bent down to pick up rubbish as we
strolled down Albert Park Road. After a long walk to South
Melbourne Beach in the hot sun, we momentarily stopped to
enjoy the peaceful scenery of the ocean, then headed back to
Mac.Rob via the tram. Participants were thanked with a delicious
sausage sizzle for all their hard work at the conclusion of the
event.

Whilst of course was this a fun event helping friendships grow between Mac.Rob and Melbourne High School, it also had an
important environmental impact on our school’s local community. Plastic pollution in our oceans is one of the most current
and pressing environmental issues, with over 268,940 tonnes of plastic litter floating in the world’s oceans. The majority of
this (over 80%) comes from land, often travelling from streets into storm water drains, into our rivers, and from there into
our oceans. Though it might seem like a small step, removing over nine full bags of plastic and non-recyclable litter from our
streets has the potential to have a big impact on the lives of the animals living in Port Phillip Bay.
We would like to thank our portfolio teacher Ms Rodriguez as well as Ms Dean, Ms Polykova, Ms Jones, Ms Griffin, Mr Page,
and Mr Middleton from MHS for the smooth and enjoyable running of the event. Big shout out to Pallas as well for capturing
some great photos!
It was so pleasing to see everyone enjoying their day in the sun whilst doing their part to maintain the beauty of our
environment.
Ruby Craven (Year 12) and Victoris Mok (Year 12),
Environment Captains
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It may only have been the first term but this term has been jam
packed with events, with some of our biggest events of the year
taking place. Here’s a little recap of the overall event.

Red Cross Calling
On the 16th of March, close to 150 girls gathered around the
City to volunteer and raise money for our annual event, Red
Cross Calling. This year was successful to say the least, with
our school raising $3563. This money will be going towards the
homeless, disadvantaged children, and many more in our community that need our help. It was great to see our community
volunteering for such a valuable cause. This year’s Red Cross Calling was made even more special with a special segment
aired on ABC-BTN featuring our students - which can be viewed on iView! We’d like to thank all the students that participated on the day, as well as Mrs Dean for organising the day alongside us.

Good Friday Appeal
On Friday 30th of March, a total of 137 students and 35 drivers arrived early in the morning to prepare for our annual
fundraising event - the Royal Children’s Hospital Good Friday Appeal. Combined with Suzanne Cory High School, we managed to raise a total of $23,023, with Mac.Rob raising $14,281 of the total. This an increase of over $2000 from 2017! This
huge accomplishment couldn’t have been done without the enthusiasm and passion of our students who were willing to
participate on their first day of holidays! We would like to give a massive shoutout to everyone who helped and a special
thanks to Ms Puszka for volunteering to be a team driver, Mrs Dean and Sunil from Pied Pipers for their assistance with
organising the event. Without them, an event of this scale wouldn’t have run as successfully.
Finally, we’d like to give a special shout out to our two GIV execs - Chehak Kaur and Senalee Yapa for always being so enthusiastic, sweet and dedicated to the role. Most importantly for always putting their hand up to help us and everyone
ensure the events run as smoothly as possible. Thank you so much!
Alongside these two events, we’ve also sent students out to Melanoma March and introduced a new program to the
middle school students: the Student2student Reading Program. Students will be paired up with younger students who will
benefit from literacy help by spending 20 minutes, 2 to 3 times a week.
We strongly encourage every single student to participate in these amazing events but if you missed out on a few, don’t
worry. Term Two is going to be another crazy one so keep a look out for your emails.
Here’s a short timeline of our upcoming events and we hope to see all the
new faces on the day:
•
Mother’s Day Classic
•
Move in May
•
Red Shield Appeal
•
MS Fun Run + Walk
•
(A new initiative proposed by our execs for the Middle School)
GIV Leaders,
Keerthana Dharma, Khanh Le, Khue Le and Samantha Yee
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Term 1 was a charged term for Social Service. The first event was Social Service Planning Day, where, on the 14th of March,
49 representatives, 6 cabinet members and the Social Service captains launched into planning for our numerous projects
throughout the year, both new and old. After getting to know each other with some fun icebreakers, we commenced planning for themes. Themes is a new initiative where each month, Social Service promotes an
important social issue, aiming to inform and encourage the student body to act on it. Following our March theme, feminism, Social Service representatives began to plan for the April-May theme of racism. Afterwards, we brainstormed ideas
for activities for Social Service Week, Winter Sleepout and Live Below the Line (where students raise money to address
poverty by living under $2 a day for food). Working to Khushi’s pre-prepared playlist, we managed to come up with some
constructive ideas for the year. It was pretty exciting to see all the ideas emerging!
This planning day was closely followed by the World’s Greatest Shave on the 16th of March in which 10C student- Yehara
Perera shaved her head to raise money for the Leukaemia foundation! Heaps of people came to support her at the undercroft, as they danced and sang to songs whilst watching friends of Yehara’s cut off a small bunch of hair bit by bit. Finally, it
was time to shave and Yehara’s cousin, Radhika, had the nerve racking responsibility of completing the shave. At the end of
lunchtime, Yehara looked amazing! We loved being a part of something so special.
Though Term 1 was an eventful and successful term for Social Service, Term 2 promises to hold many more projects in
store, including fundraising for Live Below the Line, Social Service Week, conferences, Winter Sleepout and much more. We
look forward to engaging more and more students in our activities!
Khushi Patil & Krystal Ha
Social Service captains
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Palladians Careers Symposia
The 2018 Biomedical Science Symposium held on March 28, was another successful event for the third year running at the
School. There were 58 students attending from Year 10 through to Year 12. There were nine MacRob alumni participating
from a range of biomedical disciplines including GP medicine, oncology specialist and pharmacist as well as current
students studying medicine and physiotherapy. It was a great success as measured by the enthusiasm of the current and
past students of the School.
Students were given the opportunity to attend three 20 minute sessions and engage in lively discussions. The small
numbers of about 10 students per room allowed for in-depth discussions about careers and the professions. The speakers
had a unique story to tell with many achievements. It was a very positive experience as noted by the engagement in
discussions and conversations during afternoon tea.
Thank you to Sonia Koning (Pharmacist), Uyenvy Le (Pharmacist), Dr Clea Alexander (General Practitioner) and
Dr Alysson Wann (Oncologist), who took time off from their professional commitments to talk about their careers.
In addition, thank you to the past students who are currently studying Medicine and Physiotherapy at Monash and La
Trobe universities, as they helped to provide guidance on the next steps after Year 12 Rufie Chan, Ellie Isom, Vy Tran, Suba
Paramasivam and Chermaine Heow.
Special thanks to Dr Sharann Johnson, Chair of the Palladians Biomedical Science Circle.

The Palladians Legal Circle Careers Symposium
On April 18 The Palladians Legal Circle ran their Careers Symposium with an
attendance of over 60 students. It was a great success as measured by the enthusiasm of the current and past students of
the School. Speakers were:
Mary Sheargold, (Exit 1999) Member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, whose role involves making decisions about
visas applications appealed from the Department of Home Affairs
Pey-Chiann Hor, (exit 2001) Senior Associate Maurice Blackburn Lawyers, accredited Personal Injury Law Specialist,
Tanya Tang, (exit 2003) Senior Lawyer, Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC),
Anne Librando,(exit 2005) Senior Executive , Corporate Finance,
Infrastructure and Projects KPMG,
Nawaar Hassan, (exit 2002) Barrister, Victorian Bar and
Evangeline Yong, (exit 2015) Law student Monash
University.
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Students attended 3 sessions in small groups and were able to see how legal careers in a variety of different areas, both
corporate and government, evolved. They heard the
different
experiences of both barristers and solicitors and were able to hear and ask questions about topics such as gender equality
in the legal workforce and recent trends in law. As well,
Evangeline was able to provide excellent advice on the next step, an undergraduate law degree, whilst other speakers explained how they had completed a degree in another discipline and then undertook a post graduate law course.
Thanks to all the speakers who made time to visit with our students. Special thanks to Mary and Pey for their organisation
of the event.
Irene Serpless/Susy Puszka
Careers
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